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ELECTRICAL MUSICAL INSTRUMENT WITH 
ENSEMBLE AND CHIEF EFFECTS AND UNEQUAL 

STEREOPHONIC OUTPUTS 

RELATED APPLICATION 

This application is a continuation-in-part application of 
copending application Ser. No. 713,549 ?led Mar. 18, 1968, 
now abandoned. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to the simulation of various kinds of 
pipe organs. 
One major kind of pipe organ simulated by the invention is 

called a straight organ which has separate sets of pipes for 
each controlling stop, and richer ensemble and tonal effects 
than have other pipe organs which attempt to use given sets of 
pipes with more than one stop, in uni?cation, octave coupling, 
and duplexing. Such attempts to limit the costs of pipe organs 
result in corresponding limitations in musical interest. Almost 
all prior art electronic organs attempt the same economies of 
independent tone sources and encounter equivalent or greater 
losses in musical interest. The present invention provides for 
the full e?ects of a straight organ without costly proliferation 
of independent tone sources. 
A further, broad class of pipe organs concerns classic or 

gans. Classic organs are characterized by a predominance of 
diapason and ?ute stops or voices lacking prominent higher 
harmonics, by frequent use of compound stops in which a sin 
gle stop and keyboard key actuate two or more pipes, by 
simultaneity of speech of different pipes sounded by a given 
keyboard key, by de?nite but pleasing and not excessive initial 
transient pipe sounds known as chiff, by tracker action or 
purely mechanical keying of pipe air valves enabling the 
player to control the rates of attack and decay, and hence the 
expression, of individual notes by the speed of key depression 
and release, by projection of pipe sound from organ cases only 
partially surrounding the pipes, by an absence of vibrato and 
tremolo, by an absence of loudness control by pipe-enclosing 
swell boxes with movable vanes, and usually by straight organ 
speci?cations. No prior art electric organ can simulate all of 
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the above aspects of a classic organ, whereas the present in 
vention can simulate all of them. 
A still further broad class of pipe organs concerns romantic 

organs. Romantic organs are characterized by substantial 
complements, of string, woodwind, and reed and other voices 
having prominent higher harmonics, by limited use of com 
pound stops, by nonsimultaneous speech of different pipes 
soundedby given keys, by an absence of chiff and the melodic 
and harmonic clarity it affords, by a loss of expression in in 

' dividual notes because of electrically actuated pipe valves, by 
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more complete enclosure of most pipes, by common use of - 
vibrato and tremolo, by swell control even of organ divisions 
other than the swell division, and by common uni?cation, oc 
tave coupling, and duplexing, and corresponding‘ departure 
from straight organ speci?cations. 
A third class of pipe organs can still be found in the Amer 

ican movie organ, which sometimes grossly exaggerates the 
features of romantic organs and ‘commonly adds such orches 
tral or band stops as drums, chimes, banjos, and so on. 

Individual organs within any of the above classes charac 
teristically vary from each other in marked degree, especially 
with respect to the number and kind of stops or voices. There 
are, also, many organs which partake of features of two or 
more of the above and other classes, so as to defy simple clas 
si?cation. Except perhaps for such sound effects as of drums 
and" the like, the present invention can simulate any pipe organ 
within, overlapping, or transcending the above classes. 

This invention relates particularly to an electrical musical 
instrument having a pleasant ensemble quality. 
The ensemble effect of independent tone sources in unison 

results basically from the fact that the sources are slightly out 
of tune with each other and variously distributed in space. 
Such an effect involves heard changes in loudness, pitch, loca 
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2 
tion, movement, quality and identify of individual tones or of 
the collective tonal image. In contrast, synchronous sound 
waves from various sources produce a single louder tone 
which is like the component tones when they are alike in 
quality and intermediate between them when they di?er. 
Given instances of ensemble effects in pipe organs are 

found to vary with a number of different properties of in 
dividual pipes and their interrelations. Thus, the effects vary 
with the numerical difference in the frequencies of the sound 
waves from two or more pipes, with the amplitude of the 
weaker sound waves of a group, with the spatial arrangement 
of the pipes relative to each other and to listeners, with their 
number, and with the general type of speaking group they 
comprise (e.g., compound stops, stop combinations, replica 
tions of ranks, choruses, mixtures, comets, and celestes). 
The spatial distribution of pipes, and their orientation to the 

listener, are especially important determinants of their ensem 
ble effects. Thus, two pipes producing pure tones similar in 
pitch and placed close together in two adjacent ranks of a 
Celeste stop change rhythmically in loudness, apparent near 
ness, and pitch. This is the familiar beat, or monaural beat, 
which is created by mutual, alternate reenforcement and can 
cellation of the sound waves from the two pipes. Such beats 
are also heard when two pipes are at somewhat different 
distances but in line with the listener. 
When, instead, two pipes are separated laterally relative to 

the listener, their resultant tones will not only vary in loudness, 
neamess, and pitch, but will also be heard as moving rhythmi 
cally back and forth between the pipe on the right and the one 
on the left. This stereophonic movement is called a binaural 
beat. When two slightly mistuned notes are conducted inde 
pendently to the two ears, such lateral movement is almost 
their sole chorus effect, even though pitch changes like these 
as with physically moved tone sources can distinctly be heard. 
The lateral movement arises from the facts that one of the two 
slightly asynchronous sound waves leads the other in phase 
but in different degrees at the two ears, that this difference in 
priority and magnitude of the phase relationship gradually 
shifts back and forth between the two ears because the waves 
are asynchronous, and that the sound is heard as coming from 
the direction of the ear which hears the wave that happens to 
be leading more at a given moment. When the priority and 
degree of the phase leadership vary, but at all times are the 
same at the two ears, the major effect is the monaural beat 
noted above. In the binaural beat, the stereophonic movement 
is often not noticed for what it is, yet is de?nitely missed when 
it is absent. It is an essential aspect of authentic ensemble ef 
fects. 

Slightly asynchronous sources of similar sound waves create 
the ensemble effect of a number of similar tones. Such tones 
are usually not distinguishable as separate tones, but the 
characteristic changes in loudness, pitch, location and move 
ment clearly distinguish them as an ensemble from an equally 
loud, ampli?ed, single tone. When such slightly mistuned 
tones differ also in quality it is correspondingly easier to distin 
guish them as separate tones. This invention achieves all such 
effects by differential stereophonic modulation of 
synchronous or asynchronous sources of sound. 
The musical value of choruses, bands, orchestras or pipe or~ 

gans depends substantially on the ensemble quality of the total 
sound from their many independent sources of tone (e.g., vo 
ices, solo instruments, pipes). Essentially for this reason, most 
electric organs include as many independent tone generators 
as practicable, together with devices or circuits for enhancing 
the ensemble effects of such generators. But ranks of indepen 
dent generators are costly to manufacture, and most of the 
devices for enhancing their ensemble effects are either inef 
fective or bulky and expensive. 
One type of prior art electric organ produces different 

pitches by means of a‘ single, full rank of electromagnetic tone 
generators which, in effect, are all rigidly coupled together 
mechanically, so that there is not possibility of random, mu 
tual mistuning and its correspondingly enhanced ensemble ef 
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fects. Higher octave frequencies remain exact integral multi 
ples of lower octave frequencies, so as to preclude a major 
source of such effects. All the generated waves are approxi 
mately sinusoidal or are made so by ?lters, and all the other, 
nonsinusoidal waveforms are produced by controllable mix 
tures of the generated or ?ltered, sinusoidal waves. The result 
ing lack of interactions between pronounced overtones on the 
one hand, and higher fundamental frequencies which are 
slightly asynchronous with these overtones on the other, limits 
profoundly the capacity of the instruments to produce ensem 
ble effects. 

Certain accessory devices can compensate partly for some 
of these limitations. Thus, devices or circuits which more or 
less rhythmically shift the phases of the produced audio 
frequency currents themselves can produce an authentic 
vibrato (which is fundamentally a slight rhythmic change in 
pitch at about 5 to 8 Hz., as distinguished from tremolo, or a 
comparable but usually less pleasant pulsation in loudness). 
By replication of such phase-shifting circuits, even individual 
vibratos for separate voices or groups of voices can be 
achieved. However, the greater effect of the phase-shifting cir 
cuits on the higher pitches in sometimes unpleasant and exag 
gerated, and such modulation of the lower frequencies 
produces beats similar in’effect to unsynchronized piston en~ 
gines in airplanes. 
Some circuits which shift the phases of audio frequency cur 

rents at subsonic rates much slower than vibrato do not 
produce satisfactory celeste (complexly and slowly beating 
and moving, organ string tones) or ensemble effects, because 
they produce relatively persistent changes in pitch which 
sound like a phonograph with excessive wow. Also, none of 
the circuits produces the spatial qualities of authentic ensem 
ble effects, 

Rhythmically mbved loudspeakers or similarly moved 
reflecting surfaces in the vicinity of stationary speakers can 
produce not only authentic vibrato, but, when moved more 
slowly, certain aspects of celeste or ensemble effects. The 
slight rhythmic departures from given pitches, effected by 
such equipment comprise changing Doppler effects which 
diminish 0r disappear during the relatively quiescent phases of 
the slower rhythms so as to preclude the relatively sustained 
mistuning and corresponding wow produced by some very low 
frequency phase-shifting circuits proper. Another system in 
volves two speakers, at least one of which is dynamic. The 
direct currents which actuate the ?eld coil of the dynamic 
speaker which radiates bass tones, are alternately and op 
positely modulated at subsonic frequencies so as to achieve ef 
fects somewhat like those produced by moving speakers or 
re?ectors, through effecting stereophonic movement of 
radiated tones equivalent to that produced when only a single 
stereophonic modulation takes place. 

Still another system modulates tone frequency currents in 
two essentially asynchronous, random, subsonic patterns, and 
projects the two differently modulated versions of the tone 
frequencies stereophonically, to produce paradoxical ensem 
ble effects of a single tone. A variant of this system modulates 
each of a plurality of differently shaped, synchronous tone 
frequencies in a single, distinctive, random, subsonic pattern, 
and radiates each of these tone frequencies monophonically 
from its own separate ampli?er-speaker system, to produce 
overall stereophonic effects among the plurality of speakers. 
However, in all instruments other than the present one, suc-v 

cessful achievement of simultaneous or multiple, vibrato, 
celeste and ensemble effects among different tones or voices 
based on synchronous currents cannot be achieved without 
manifold replication of the bulky and costly speaker systems. 
Most contemporary makes of electric organ involve a single 

set of 12 mutually independent tone generators, or one 
generator for each» note of a single octave of the chromatic 
scale, together with frequency multipliers or dividers which 
supply frequencies for the remaining octaves so that higher 
octaves are exact integral multiples of lower ones. The slight 
departures from the chromatic scale which arise from inevita 
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4 
ble, slight mistuning of the 12 generators add to the normal 
beat effects of the chromatic scale, and offer closer approxi 
mations to ensemble effects than are possible with fully inter 
locked generators. However, the ?xed, integral relationships 
of higher to lower octave frequencies, as these frequencies are 
established by the frequency multipliers or dividers, severely 
limit the capacity of these instruments to achieve the ensem 
ble effects which different and frequently exploited coupler 
stops normally enable a pipe organ to produce. Also, such 12 
generator electric organs may involve many different wave 
shaping and mixing circuits but they typically make no provi 
sion for ensemble effects between the resulting tone qualities. 
Thus for most of these instruments, the wave shapers produce 
only overall tonal mixtures and not ensemble effects as well. 

Several contemporary makes of electric organ have at least 
one full rank of independent tone generators which provide a 
different, independent, original frequency for each pitch of an 
entire organ scale. Octaves and other intervals sounded on 
such instruments manifest greater ensemble effects, espe.ially 
in connection with voices whose prominent overtones interact 
with the slightly mistuned fundamental tones and overtones of 
higher pitches. Actually, most models of these organs embody 
two or more full ranks of the generators, with corresponding 
enhancement of ensemble effects as well as greater tonal 
variety. However, the additional ranks involve corresponding 
and substantial increases in cost, and spatial distributions of 
individual tones are lacking; except for a few electric organs 
which play different voice groups through two or more dif 
ferent amplifier-speaker systems, all notes from such instru 
ments emerge from the same speaker or speakers; no prior art 
electric organ succeeds in reproducing or closely approximat 
ing the authentic, spatial, sound effects of differently located, 
individual organ pipes. 

This invention also relates particularly to an electrical musi 
cal instrument simulating the sound effects of air in organ 
pipes. 

Prior art electric organs have generally been incapable of 
achieving the subtle sound effects of natural air turbulence in 
organ pipes. Furthermore, prior art organs have been incapa 
ble of achieving slight and pleasant changes in pitch and en 
semble effects which occur when many pipes of a pipe organ 
speakfThis sound effect is to be distinguished from the un 
pleasant changes in pitch and exaggerated ensemble effects 
characteristic of a pipe organ with grossly inadequate wind 
pressure. 

This invention still further relates particularly to electric or 
gans capable of producing and modulating exact harmonic 
pitch registers similar to those of pipe organs. 

It is necessary to produce and modulate exact harmonic 
pitch registers to accurately simulate the mutation and com 
pound stops of a pipe organ. The common practice of elec 
tronic organ manufactures which relies upon the nearest tem 
pered scale note in place of exact harmonics in mutation and 
compound stops has failed to simulate the mutation and com 
pound stops of a pipe organ. In general, such a practice has 
markedly reduced the ensemble effect and musical interest of 
the common electronic organ. 

This invention also relates particularly to electric organs ex 
hibiting chiff. 

Chiff is a transient tone of higher frequency then the funda 
mental tone, which appears brie?y before or during the onset 
of the fundamental tone when the key is depressed, and some 
times as terminal transients when the key is released. Chiff 
frequencies may be either harmonics or inharrnonics of the 
fundamental, and lend assertiveness and clearer identity to the 
sounded tones. Most prior art electric organs do not exhibit 
chiff. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

One object of the present invention is to achieve inde?nite 
extension of authentic ensemble effects with less bulky and ex 
pensive equipment, for any desired numbers of keyboards, 
































